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Executive Summary
Melbourne is one of the least affordable housing markets in the world.1 Land cost now makes up 70% of average
home-values in Australia, compared to 50% just twenty years ago, and house price increases have outpaced wage
growth by a factor of two since the 1990s.2 The average upfront cash house deposit has sky rocketed by 320%
in the past 20 years, putting home ownership out of reach for many prospective first home-owners.3 There is an
average shortfall of 2,400 dwellings being built every year in Victoria, while affordable housing need is expected
to jump from 291,000 to 462,000 dwellings over an eight year period to 2025.4 There has been a perfect storm of
rapid migration to the city, falling interest rates, stagnating wage growth, tax and welfare settings feeding property
demand, and planning rules restricting supply.5 It is a complex, system-wide problem.
Housing prices throughout Australia are ultimately driven by a typical supply and demand curve. Demand for new
housing and lack of supply, directly contributes to increased property prices and increased upfront cash deposits.
Because of the steep increase in house prices, the necessary deposit has outgrown what is feasible for a number
of Australians to save, despite being able to afford the mortgage for the same property. There are several ways to
impact this situation:
• Decrease the base price of the home, which impacts both the mortgage and deposit, but doesn’t change the
overall curve of property price growth.
• Increase supply in the market, forcing it to outpace demand which changes the growth curve to ensure it remains
closer or in line with the wage growth curve.
• Reduction in upfront deposit, by allowing the deposit to be invested into the project, allowing it to grow
throughout the duration of construction, keeping the capital in line with the growth of property prices and
ultimately allowing the increase to cover the portion of the full 20% deposit.
• Shared equity: use other partners to reduce the deposit through sharing risk, but realizing a trade-off with an
increased monthly payment and a split in revenue when the house is sold in the future. This idea, however, is not
novel and doesn’t allow the property owner to maintain complete ownership of their home.
If we are able to affect these 3 areas, we can increase the value of the money committed to the project, lower the
growth of property prices, and lower the total cost of building a home.
Large to medium scale developments have captured the strategic focus of planners and developers, due to
perceived volume and economies of scale. However, to date, delivery has been constrained by lack of available
development sites, lengthy planning and compliance procedures, access to project capital, congestion in the
contractor and subcontractor markets.6 Whilst there is precedent for quality apartments being developed, the
size of the apartments are typically very small. Apartments with three or more bedrooms, i.e. suitable for a family,
generally cost $1m or more and marketed towards downsizers, or people with very high incomes.7
Small suburban developments are often over-looked as a strategic vehicle for increasing supply. Yet, when
compared to higher density developments, small-scale development properties are easy to acquire, easier to gain
planning approval, require minimal project capital and are in existing, desirable locations. If efficiencies on smaller
sites can achieve scale, it will create opportunities for more affordable, higher quality outcomes in the Melbourne’s
middle ring suburbs.
This document outlines a joint research project between Monash University and CoDev examining the practical
application of developing a repeatable, sustainable townhouse model for small lots in the City of Maribyrnong.
Leveraging CoDev’s technology, and through a series of stakeholder consultations, we will look at using automated
feasibility software, to use these typologies in different scenarios to help understand what measures each of the
stakeholders in the research document must consider to be able to achieve more affordable homes, focussing on
the chosen suburb of West Footscray.
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Research approach
The CoDev Platform (outlined overleaf) relies on minimising time frames for development approval and reducing
complexities encountered during construction. To identify viable and replicable dwelling outcomes, this design
research tests a number of townhouse models on a range of representative site-types in West Footscray.
A parallel pilot project will be developed for planning approval (by CoDev), which will enable a more detailed design
examination of the trade-offs between affordability, dwelling mix and yield, construction models and regulatory
constraints.
The research outlined in this report has involved:

Research assumptions:

• Affordable housing options for first home owners
(based on a household income of $120K)
• Work within current planning controls (General
Residential Zone), and/or identify when regulations
adversely impact viability and quality.
• Sites within a walkable distance to train / bus
• Separate titling of 2 + 3 bedroom townhouses
• 1 car park per dwelling, with options for car stackers
and car sharing provisions

Industry and government workshops

• Workshop #1: Scoping
Issues and opportunities for the design research
with stakeholder group (see inside cover for details).
Potential complications during design, subdivision,
planning approval and delivery processes include
execution of subdivision prior design development of
dwellings and obtaining a statement of compliance for
services. Risk of disruption to installed services during
building construction, or need to re-subdivide with
appropriate common property between group of owners.
• Workshop # 2: Viability and regulatory review
Examination of preliminary design models to identify
trade-offs between quality, cost/affordability, yield and
complexity. Maximising yield and parking efficiencies
remain priorities for affordable outcomes. However
a hybrid model that delivers both affordable and
premium dwellings could support more flexibility on
site and introduce a dwelling product attractive to
existing land-owners looking to downsize.

2

Research consultation with:

• Maribyrnong City Council
Supportive of the quality and diversity that the
townhouse model offers at a strategic level. Interface
with statutory planning processes needs consideration.
• City West Water
Opportunities for reducing water consumption and
implementing collective strategies for water capture,
treatment and re-use. Governance armatures are
needed to incentivise and expedite infrastructure
upgrades to enable water management at site- or
precinct-scales (incl. potential licensing / trading).
• Future Building Initiative, Monash University
Initially the CoDev model will optimise standard
industry practices to enhance the quality and
delivery of housing outcomes. In future, the scale of
production may warrant the use of advanced building
technologies, however more research is required to
determine the most effective transition pathway.
• Car-share service provider
General increase in uptake of car sharing and
growing support by local authorities for public access
to shared vehicles (e.g. on-street). The supplier’s
research suggests that 1 shared vehicle can replace
10 on-site parking spaces. Two vehicles in close
proximity to each other is recommended to ensure
availability for residents and surrounding community.
• Bank of Melbourne / Australia

Development of a finance and delivery model,
highlighting the importance of valuation and bridging
finance. Cost / risk reductions passed onto the owners
can represent up to $150K for a 3 bedroom townhouse.

Typical redevelopment outcome: 3–4 poor quality townhouses replacing a detached single house. Resultant outcomes are dominated by
parking and driveways, all former trees have been removed from the site.
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The CoDev Platform
CoDev is a Melbourne-based proptech start-up, that is developing proprietary technology to automate and
consolidate many of the development processes that currently are inefficient on smaller development sites. The
CoDev Platform is intended to support a proactive development model. Starting with the design of high quality
townhouses, the CoDev Platform is then used to find sites to suit them. Rather than being reactive and designing
one-off townhouses for properties as they come onto the market in a piecemeal pattern, CoDev provides tools
to existing landowners to understand the opportunity to develop their land, in a way that automates much of the
development process, creating cost efficiencies, that are then used to develop higher quality and more affordable
homes for incoming purchasers/new homeowners. CoDev also creates an online marketplace, to link these
landowners, with potential purchasers, who are looking to purchase new high-quality homes within close proximity
to existing infrastructure, within Melbourne’s existing suburbs.
The CoDev Platform is based on a financial model for ‘collective development’ that allows purchasers to
assume a more active role in a development, removing the need for a developer to be involved throughout the
whole process. Collective development models have been successful overseas, typically applied to apartment
development. CoDev is seeking to apply the collective development model to townhouse projects on small lots in
established suburbs.
When developable land parcels are subdivided and sold as mini “house and land” packages, the role of the
developer can be significantly limited. By eliminating the development risk and finance costs typically carried by
the developer through to completion, the purchaser assumes the role of providing finance for the development of
their home and become the beneficiary of any profit that would otherwise normally be assigned to the developer.
Under a collective development model, the cost-savings achieved by optimising the design, approval and delivery
processes of replacing one single dwelling with, say, four high quality townhouses using the CoDev Platform,
would be distributed across the four new owners.

Each purchaser saves $150k on a 3-Bedroom Townhou
from a new finance, tax and profit structure
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By introducing the split loan contract CoDev can deliver townhouses to its customers below market rate due to the fairer finance, tax and profit
Saving treatment. For example:

• Townhouse Market Value = $750,000
• Customer Cost Price = $650,000
• Upfront Deposit = $10% on Customer Cost price; $65,000

The collective development model offers two cost advantages for prospective purchasers (see facing page):
• Smaller upfront deposit required for purchase
making home ownership more accessible for an affordable housing market; and
• Overall saving on the cost of a new home
through optimised design and construction and reductions in finance costs, GST and Stamp Duty costs,
developer margin and marketing costs.
The cost savings are made possible by restructuring the financial arrangements over three development phases:
1.

Conduct subdivision before
construction in order to access
lower cost finance from the
Bank of Melbourne through a
standard house and land loan.

2.

Ensure that Purchasers move
on title after subdivision/
partition so the first home buyer
stamp duty exemption of $600k
or less applies.

3.

Act as the Purchasers’ agent
prior to demolition of existing
dwelling so there is no taxable
supply when each purchaser
replaces CoDev on title.

Phase-1: Town Planning
• CoDev finds a residential block of land with an existing
house that is feasible for a four-townhouse develop
and enters into an option agreement with the existing
Landowner to buy the land.
• CoDev engages consultants to make a town planning
submission to subdivide and develop the site into four
townhouses. The application is made to the Local
Council before settlement with the Landowner.
• CoDev enters into an agreement to act as the Agent for
the Purchasers to develop the land on their behalf and
settles on the land on behalf of the Purchasers.

Phase-2: Subdivision and Partition
• CoDev, acting as the Purchasers’ Agent, contracts
Builder.

• CoDev pays for the land from a commercial land loan
between CoDev and the Bank plus Purchaser’s equity.
The equity is treated as a loan between CoDev and the
Purchasers. Any additional finance needed to settle on
the land or pay for the subdivision works is covered by
CoDev as a loan with the Purchasers.

• Builder demolishes the existing dwelling and undertakes
the required civil works in preparation for subdivision.

• The Bank now has a mortgage over the land. CoDev
moves on title and pays stamp duty on the transaction
on behalf of the Purchasers.

• CoDev registers the subdivision with the titles office.
• The Purchasers move onto their individual titles.
• Partition takes place between the Purchasers.

Phase-3: Construction
• Purchasers enter into a contract with the Builder to
construct their home.
• Purchasers enter into a split home loan with the Bank.
The Bank now has a first mortgage over individual lots.
• The commercial land loan between CoDev and the
Bank is paid off. CoDev receives its development
management fee. CoDev is paid back all cash it has
loaned to the project.

• As each block of land is valued less than $600k the first
home buyer stamp duty exemption applies.

• Interest repayments on split loans are paid by the
Purchaser’s equity, eliminating need to service both rent
and mortgage while homes are being constructed.

• CoDev pays Builder for the works on behalf Purchasers.

• Builders construct the home for the Purchasers.

Collective development phases
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Study area + parameters
West Footscray is an established suburb approximately 9km to the west of Melbourne’s city centre. The selected
study area (facing page) is located close to a range of amenity and services that could support higher density
housing outcomes than currently exist.
The Sunbury and Ballarat rail lines form the southern boundary of the study area, where Tottenham station
provides access to employment in Melbourne’s CBD and Footscray Activity Centre. In future, the Sunshine priority
development zone, the Regional Rail Link and Airport Rail Link will offer new opportunities for permanent residents
and visitors to West Footscray. Local services and amenity at the Central West Shopping Centre and Business
Park are bookended by the Barkley Street Village in the east. The residential fabric in the north is dotted with local
parks, schools and community facilities, while industrial zones to the south of Sunshine Road deliver a different
mix of land use and built form outcomes.
Residents in West Footscray are connected to Footscray, Sunshine and Highpoint Shopping Centre by local bus
networks running along Barkley and Essex Streets (east-west) and Ashley Street (north-south). The majority of
the study area falls within Melbourne’s Principal Public Transport Network (PPTN), eliminating the need to provide
visitor parking typically required by multi-residential developments.8 Victoria’s planning provisions require one
resident car park for one and two bedroom dwellings and two car parks for three or more bedroom dwellings.9
However, due to the ongoing enhancements to rail infrastructure in the area and the increasing uptake of ondemand and car sharing arrangements, this research argues that one car park per dwelling is sufficient for
sustainable and well-serviced living options.
The majority of properties in West Footscray are classified under a General Residential Zone, allowing for threestorey development with a maximum building height of 11 metres. Due to the morphology of historical settlement
patterns in West Footscray, the size and arrangement of allotments vary greatly (facing page). Within the study
area, very long, thin lots lie next to wider square land holdings, cul de sacs, as well as more typical suburban sites.
Each site-type presents different constraints and opportunities for achieving the requisite garden area (35% of
sites >650m2), parking allocations and permitted building volumes (see page 10, Siting Arrangements).
Very narrow sites (<9.7m), which cannot readily support on-site parking and vehicle circulation, were excluded
from this study. Similarly, very large sites that warrant a different scale and approach to apartment development
were also excluded. Of the remaining 1,320 sites in the study, around 42% are 12-12.5m wide. Common site
depths include ranges of: 28.5–29.5m; 32–33m; and 37.5–38.5m.
The existing assembly of land parcels in the study area have created long, unbroken blocks oriented in an
east-west direction, which impede local pedestrian and bicycle movements. This suggests that new housing
development could potentially be designed to enhance circulation across the suburb, improving access to amenity
and services for the whole community.
Five different sites were nominated by CoDev for further design research. Each is configured differently within a
larger block (on a corner, mid-block, or with rear laneway access) allowing a range of access and neighbouring
conditions to be tested by the design research. The selected land parcels are oriented in both east-west and northsouth directions, impacting on the ways passive design performance of dwelling arrangements can be achieved.

West Footscray

1 : 10,000

N

Sites

6

1

2-4 Wellington St West Footscray

Public use (schools, community centres)

Study area

2

121 Stanhope St, West Footscray

Parks + recreation + rail land

DDO

3

736-738 Barkley St, West Footscray

Major residential development

Bus routes / stops

4

7 Alberta St, West Footscray

Commercial zones

Train

5

17 Dempster St, West Footscray

Activity Centre

Dobson
Reserve

Suffolk St

Primary
School

1
Essex St

Ashley St

Palmerston

St

Central West
Shopping Centre

Primary
School

2
3
Barkley St

Scouts
Barkley Street
Village

4

Tottenham Station

Sunshine R

d

0m

Bizana St

5

80

Indwe St
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Development context

The residential built fabric in West Footscray is characterised by single houses, although a number of three
storey walk-up flats (circa 1960s) have been built on larger land parcels along and around Barkley Street (below).
Weatherboard workers cottages and bungalows (facing page) are the predominant type of post-war housing, with
brick examples being less frequent (below right). The homogeneity of residential properties is broken by discrete
anomalies, such as a Buddhist temple, Baptist Church, and a saw-tooth factory currently used by APS Shopfitters.
Many of the ageing single dwellings are now in need of repair and multi-unit redevelopment is increasingly
replacing the post-war housing stock. Due to the length and width of land parcels, as well as the number of in-tact
rear lanes (below), redevelopment is frequently achieving three and four dwellings on a site (whereas in other
Melbourne suburbs dual occupancy infill predominates).
A recurring infill type provides two town houses facing the street, with another one or two dwelling units behind.
The two storey dwellings each have an integrated garage. This model requires two cross-overs per lot and a long
driveway to service the rear dwellings.
Higher intensity redevelopment is occurring on Barkley Street, where older apartment types already exist.
Classified as Road Zone, Barkley Street carries the local bus and contains pockets of commercial and community
facilities. As a result, the street setback is more variable here, when compared to the residential blocks behind.
Housing is often sited within 5m of the street boundary and, in some instances, the full frontage is consumed by
cross-overs and parking.
There is a need for a diversity of high quality housing infill in West Footscray. In particularly, well landscaped
private and shared open space, with capacity for deep root planting, is lacking in recent development outcomes.
Flexible and sustainable townhouse designs that can accommodate a range household make-ups over time
could offer affordable housing options for the first homer owners in the short term, as well as respond to long-term
housing needs in West Footscray.10

Existing rear lanes and easements provide rear access to allotments and have potential to
be upgraded as ‘green’ pedestrian networks.

Existing rear lanes and easements provide rear access to allotments and have potential to
be upgraded as ‘green’ pedestrian networks.

Ageing factory located in the residential zones of the study area

Temple located in the residential zones of the study area

8

Prevailing character: detached, ageing weatherboard bungalows and cottage houses

Typical redevelopment outcome: 3–4 townhouses

Larger scale townhouses on Barkley Street, utilising the deep blocks and
rear laneway access.

A common outcome. Existing brick dwelling and garage (left) neighbouring a triple
occupancy redevelopment that retains the front brick dwelling (right).

Barkley Street is major bus route to the local ‘high street’ and commercial zones, where 3+
storey apartments are emerging.
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Studies in yield + arrangement
This design research examines the combined impact
of built form outcomes, landscape quality and planning
controls on development yield and viability. The
design tests explore a range of housing typologies
in conjunction with different siting arrangements that
achieve the minimum garden area required by new
development and 1 car park per dwelling. The tests
completed on the five selected site-types employ three
dwelling types (shown right).

Dwelling types
Courtyard
An L-shaped volume arranged around a private
courtyard over three storeys. The integrated parking
space can double as covered private outdoor space.
Private open space provided to each storey of the
dwelling enables the vertical arrangement of living
and bedroom spaces to be tailored to resident-needs.
The three bedroom type is designed for a flexible
range of household make-ups, offering first homeowners potential ways to accrue and income from
their dwelling. For instance, the ground floor could be
occupied by a home-office with the dual entry allowing
the private dwelling to be separated from public access
by clients or staff.
Apartment over car parking
The narrow but long two bedroom apartment utilises
the airspace above car parking. External stair access
can be provided from a common garden space,
or adjacent the parking spaces if fewer car bays
are required. The internal stair cantilevers over the
driveway, utilising what would otherwise be ‘lost space’
on a site. In combination with an efficient wet areas
core, private balconies and internal room arrangements
can be tailored resident-needs.
Terrace
The three bedroom dwelling can be provided with
integrated parking or adapted for a variety of ground
floor uses, such as an independent unit, rumpus room
or home office. When parking is separated from the
dwelling, the four bedroom home can accommodate a
multi-generational family. The 4m deep courtyard has
capacity for deep root planting, providing residents with
generous ‘green’ amenity and a pleasant visual aspect
from each floor. Upper levels have direct access to
private open space via a balcony or roof deck, which is
accessed from the continuing linear stair.

Second Floor

First Floor

Ground Floor

Courtyard housing 1:200
10

Roof deck

Roof deck

Second Floor

Second Floor

First Floor

First Floor
Ground Floor – parking integrated

Ground Floor – parking separated
Ground floor – shared parking area

Apartment over car parking 1:200

Terrace 1:200
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Siting arrangements

Terrace – parking integrated
Ownership of land, with integrated private parking
is expected to be the most attractive market offer.
This compact model delivers high dwelling yields,
however solar orientation needs to be considered for
the best performance. The area needed for vehicle
circulation, combined with the building depth needed
to achieve 3BR can be challenging for the small site
types investigated, and restricting the optimisation of
dwelling yields relative to garden areas.

Terrace – parking separated
Clustering parking on shared site zones minimises
the amount of space given over to driveway access.
With appropriate landscape design, these shared
zones double as pleasant green amenity that
maximise opportunities for deep-root planting. More
flexible siting arrangements are also made possible,
with the terrace model able to re-orient in response
to site attributes and neighbouring conditions.

Checkerboard – L-shaped courtyard
Compact dwellings accommodate 3BR and covered
parking, while offering generous garden areas and
private open space on each level. Initial feasibility
indicates that the model is more expensive to
deliver. More research is required to understand cost
implications of delivering this model at scale, or if
construction innovations are employed.

Apartment over shared parking under-croft
Increased utilisation of land by building above
parking, however design considerations
should be given to the quality of ground floor
condition. Alternative titling arrangements for the
apartment model would be needed, potentially
impacting on development finance and delivery.

12

OPTION A
Central garden with shared
parking under-croft

OPTION B
Courtyard housing with
integrated parking

OPTION C
Peripheral gardens with
central driveway and building
overhangs

14

10

14

2BR

4

2

12

3BR

10

8

2

10 / 16 with stackers
+ 1 shared on street
single crossover

14 (no stackers)
+ 1 shared on street
single crossover

Yields
Dwellings
Bedrooms

Car parks

14 / 24 with stackers
+ 1 shared on site
double crossover

Areas
Site

1,605m2

Garden area

650m2

41%

580m2

Building footprint

547m2

34%
32%

Held in common

excl. car under-croft

Gross dwelling area

incl. balconies + garages

Net dwelling area

excl. balconies + garages

Private titles

100%

512m2

incl. shared garden

1,605m2

100%

1,605m2

100%

36%

557m2

35%

860m2

54%

711m2

44%

165m2

10%

337m2

21%

2BR

90m2

3BR

132m2

2BR

75m2

3BR

118m2

140m2

118m2

2BR

75m2 typical
73.5m2 rear middle
75m2 incl car under-croft

127.5m2 (rear boundary)

72m2 typical
138m2 front garden

3BR

88m2 rear corner
108m2 rear corner

135m2 typical
204m2 front garden

136m2 rear corner

excl. under-croft

excl. under-croft

145m2

156m2

184m2

132m2 + 19m2 carport

110m2

93m2

Planning controls
Parking

Req. met with stackers.
Shared parking provided

Req. met with stackers.
Shared parking provided

1 space only for 2 x 3BRs.
Shared parking provided

Building height +
walls on boundary

ResCode met

ResCode met

ResCode met

Street setback

Encroaches into 9m min.

Encroaches into 9m min.

Encroaches into 9m min.

Inter- + over-looking

9m min. distance met

9m min. distance met

Screening and inset balconies
required

Site coverage,
permeability

Requirements met

Requirements met

Requirements met

Private open space

Adjacent living met with balconies

Requirements met

Adjacent living met with
balconies
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Initial dwelling typologies
Square site
Wellington Street
Model
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

Terrace – parking integrated
858m2
8 x 2BR
93 dw/ha
8
297m2 35%
• Smaller dwellings (2BR) compared to other
options.
• Allows for single cross-over, with on-street
shared car park.
• Larger gardens and ‘street address’ for two
front dwellings are potentially a different
market-offer.
• Screening and balcony insets required for
inter-looking.
• Design and stewardship of shared ‘laneway’
needed for quality of long-term outcomes.

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:250

14

Model
Terrace – parking separated
Site area
858m2
Yield
6x 3BR
Density
70 dw/ha
Cars #
6
Garden area 174m2 45%
Considerations: • Larger dwellings (3BR) but less yield
compared to other options.
• Greater opportunity for deep-root
planting in shared garden zones.
• Dual use of shared parking as
landscaped amenity, recreation or
storage.
• Two cross-overs required, with onstreet shared car park.
• High levels of private amenity offered
through dwelling design.
• Solar access to southern dwelling.
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Linear site N-S

Stanhope Street (with rear lane)

Model
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

Model
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

16

L-shape courtyard
620m2
4 x 3BR
65 dw/ha
4
218m2 35%
• Two vehicle entries allows for
pedestrianised site and generous private
amenity.
• Larger dwellings (3BR) than other
options.
• Solar access maintained through design
of L-shaped courtyard model.
• Optimal use of site areas (garden,
parking + built form).

Apartment over shared parking
620m2
4 x 2BR
65 dw/ha
4
241m2 39%
• Smaller dwellings than other options.
• Yield restricted by garden provision,
however additional garden areas provide
deep-root planting opportunities.
• Covered parking provides additional
space for visitor parking, storage or
covered outdoor amenity.
• Private open space adjacent living
provided through balconies.
• Limited solar access to southern
apartments.

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:250
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Linear site E-W
Alberta Street
Model
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

L-shape courtyard
620m2
3 x 3BR + 1 x 2BR
65 dw/ha
4
218m2 35%
• Smaller rear dwelling to meet setback
requirements.
• Optimal use of site areas (garden,
parking + built form).

Model
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

Terrace – parking separated
620m2
4 x 3BR
65 dw/ha
4
290m2 47%
• Frontage consumed by parking +
cross-overs.
• Unconventional setback from street.
• Dual use of shared parking as
landscaped amenity.
• Yield restricted by parking, however
additional garden areas provide deeproot planting opportunities.

Model
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

Apartment over shared parking
620m2
4 x 2BR
65 dw/ha
4
252m2 41%
• Smaller dwellings than other options.
• Yield restricted by combination of
parking + garden provisions, however
more opportunities for deep-root
planting available.
• Private stair access can be arranged
to prioritise garden or covered space.
• Larger gardens for rear and front
dwellings are potentially a different
market-offer.

Scale 1:500

Entry stair from garden

Entry stair from parking under-croft
18

Scale 1:250
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Corner site
Dempster Street

Type
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

V1 – Terrace parking separated
545.7m2
5 x 3BR
92 dw/ha
5
174m2 32%
• Higher yield than other options,
however garden areas would need
to be developed to meet planning
provisions.
• Long cross-over consumes side
boundary, suboptimal design outcome.

Type
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

V2 – Terrace parking separated
545.7m2
4 x 3BR
73 dw/ha
4
226m2 41%
• Yield restricted by combination of
parking + garden provisions, however
more opportunities for deep-root
planting available.

Type
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

V3 – Terrace parking separated
545.7m2
4 x 3BR
73 dw/ha
4
257m2 47%
• Vehicle access from two boundaries
eliminates need for driveways,
allowing for more ‘green’ space and
shared shed.
• Yield restricted by combination of
parking + garden provisions, however
more opportunities for deep-root
planting available.

20

Scale 1:500

Scale 1:250
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2 lots side-by-side: A
Barkley Street – pilot project

Model
Terrace + apartment over shared parking
Site area
1605m2
Yield
10 x 3BR + 4 x 2BR
Density
87 dw/ha
Cars #
14
Garden area
650m2 40%
Considerations: • High amenity shared garden with
capacity for deep root planting.
• Vehicle circulation consolidated to one
boundary.
• Management of common property
management required.
• Inter-looking eliminated by siting
strategy. No need for staggering /
screening window openings.
• Car stacker system may need
adjustment of parking and apron
dimensions.

1 car per dwelling
NTS

Ground floor height increased for
car stackers (2 cars for 3BR)
NTS

22

NTS
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2 lots side-by-side: B
Barkley Street – pilot project

Model
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

L-shaped courtyard
1605m2
8 x 3BR + 2 x 2BR
62 dw/ha
10
580m2 36%
• Optimal use of site areas (garden,
parking + built form).
• Larger dwellings but less yield
than other options.
• Common land minimised.
• Solar access maintained through
design of L-shaped model.
• Corner dwellings with larger
gardens are potentially a different
market-offer.

NTS

24

NTS
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2 lots side-by-side: C
Barkley Street – pilot project

Model
Site area
Yield
Density
Cars #
Garden area
Considerations:

Terrace parking integrated
1605m2
2 x 3BR + 12 x 2BR
87 dw/ha
14
557m2 35%
• Smaller dwellings compared to other
options.
• Screening and balcony insets required for
inter-looking.
• Larger gardens and ‘street address’ for two
front dwellings are potentially a different
market-offer.
• Design and stewardship of shared ‘laneway’
needed for quality of long-term outcomes.

NTS
26

NTS
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Comparative development costs
The CoDev Platform adapts the townhouse typologies developed by Monash University for any given site
and calculates costs, revenue and profit for a prospective redevelopment based on OneMap’s property data.
Preliminary investigations suggest that more than 120,000 properties in Melbourne’s middle ring are suitable for
redevelopment of 4-6 townhouses. The platform enables the user to set prerequisites, meaning you can ‘challenge’
the development scenario until it achieves a certain revenue or sales price goal. In real-time, the platform
generates several development scenarios for a specific site, allowing a comparative examination of development
outcomes in terms of quality, profit and affordability.
When land price and profit are fixed, yield becomes the most important variable for development viability. The
examples on the facing page challenged a medium-density development on a site in West Footscray to achieve a
sale price of $550,000 for a 3-bedroom townhouse (30% below average house price). The results showed that this
could be achieved if the development was delivered without on-site car parking, which would have to be accounted
for either on the street or in a car park close by.
The cost comparisons illustrate that there is little to no financial incentive for developers to pursue additional yield
under current planning requirements, when there is a market for lower density outcomes. The cost and complexity
of delivering three well-designed townhouses (or more) is seen as an unnecessary risk with very little return, when
compared to a typical dual occupancy development. These factors play out differently in different markets and
different locations within Australia.

Impact of different car parking arrangements

Developable land consumed by the driveway and on-site car parking has a considerable impact on capital
costs, as well as the dwelling yields that can be achieved. In combination with other planning controls, such as
standardised setbacks and minimum private open space provisions, on-site parking requirements place significant
constraints on the type and arrangement of dwellings that can be achieved. The ‘over-constrained’ development
sites lead to homogeneous, low quality infill outcomes that currently dominate the housing market. Spatial tradeoffs become necessary to viably increase the yield and quality of infill housing outcomes.
For example, providing parking that is integrated with individual dwellings (requiring driveway access) eliminates
the possibility of on-ground living spaces, unless an ‘oversized’ townhouse model is developed at an unaffordable
price point. By comparison, consolidated car parking (separated from dwelling) leads to a number of design and
affordability benefits.
•

Ground floor living for a greater proportion of the units, improving accessibility and connection to ground floor
garden spaces.

•

Increases site yield by reducing driveway length.

•

Reduces construction cost: consolidating car parking enables under-croft solutions that are less expensive to
construct than fully enclosed garage.

However, consolidated car parking can pose an issue from a legal and titling perspective. Finance for a “townhouse
& land package” requires that each dwelling can be built and occupied independently of one another. Financiers
want confidence that the purchaser can move into a new home, even if their neighbours house is not finished (if,
say, the builder or a purchaser goes bankrupt during construction). Individual dwellings in a development may be
deemed to be ‘tied’ together through their reliance on a common property title for consolidated car parking areas.
Similarly, if one purchaser’s car park is delivered on another purchaser’s private title and leased back to the first
purchaser on completion of the development, the respective dwellings may be legally considered to be ‘tied’
together. Despite an increasing number of people renting out car park spaces on existing properties, it is currently
not possible for new dwellings to be developed under a similar leasing arrangements.11 The legal and titling
arrangement of the consolidated car parks also has an implication for valuation.
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On-grade car parking
Example 1 - 3 Bed, 2 Bath, 2 Car

Example 2 - 3 Bed, 2 Bath, 1 Car

Land Price

$900,000 (Fixed)

Land Price

$900,000 (Fixed)

Total Units

3

Total Units

4

Total Cars

6

Total Cars

4

Gross Revenue

$3,150,,000

Gross Revenue

$3,400,000

Project Margin

15% (Fixed)

Project Margin

15% (Fixed)

Unit Sale Price

$1,050,000

Unit Sale Price

$850,000

Gross Proﬁt

$374,500

Gross Proﬁt

$425,000

Basement car parking
Example 3 - 3 Bed, 2 Bath, 2 Car

Example 4 - 3 Bed, 2 Bath, 1 Car

Land Price

$900,000 (Fixed)

Land Price

$900,000 (Fixed)

Total Units

4

Total Units

8

Total Cars

8

Total Cars

8

Gross Revenue

$4,340,000

Gross Revenue

$5,480,000

Project Margin

15% (Fixed)

Project Margin

15% (Fixed)

Unit Sale Price

$1,075,000

Unit Sale Price

$685,000

Gross Proﬁt

$513,000

Gross Proﬁt

$637,000

No car parking
Example 5 - 3 Bed, 2 Bath, 0 Car
Land Price

$900,000 (Fixed)

Total Units

8

Total Cars

0

Gross Revenue

$4,360,000

Project Margin

15% (Fixed)

Unit Sale Price

$545,000

Gross Proﬁt

$514,270

Comparative cost scenarios calculated by the CoDev Platform.
If the need for cars to be parked on the site was removed (e.g. by providing
access to flexi-cars on the street), the cost of owning a home can be reduced by
up to $500,000. Developing a common basement car park to maximise site yield
(Example 4) is the most profitable development scenario, while providing 2 car
parks integrating with each dwelling (Example 1) is the least favourable scanerio
when sale price and profit is considered together.
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Financial levers and barriers
Previous sections of the report demonstrates that it is possible to design a range of higher density and better
quality townhouses on small lots in Melbourne’s middle suburbs. This section identifies the financial levers and
barriers for CoDev’s collective development model (outlined on page 4).
For the collective development model to work, CoDev would initially buy the subject site and gain town planning
approval for the small lot subdivision and, subsequently, the proposed townhouses. Risk is reduced in this process
in four key ways:
• Construction Risk
Working with NMBW and the Monash Urban Lab,
a catalogue of townhouses meeting all regulatory
requirements can be built with relative cost efficiency.

• Customer Risk
Prospective purchasers receive financial pre-approval
from the bank and commit with a 10% ‘deposit’ which
is treated as project equity, reducing settlement risk.

• Planning Risk
Working closely with the City of Maribyrnong, preapproval for the townhouse design and all potential
site layouts is sought before the site is acquired.

• Finance Risk
Working closely with financiers to manage worst case
scenarios (e.g. where the builder goes bankrupt or a
purchaser is unable to complete).

Cost Price Vs. Market Valuation

The collective development model provides a vehicle for delivering townhouses below market rate due to the
finance, tax and profit treatment described above. If the market value of a townhouse was, say, $750,000, the
collective development model could reduce the purchaser’s cost price to $650,000.
When the bank determines the purchaser’s mortgage they should, in theory, assess the market value. This would
reduce the upfront cash requirement needed to secure the loan, which is a key issue for first home buyers. In
addition, the mortgage would be ≤80% of the loan to value ratio (LVR), eliminating the need for Lenders Mortgage
Insurance (LMI) by prospective purchasers.
In practice, financial lenders base their assessments on cost price if it is lower. From the bank’s perspective, this is
the lower risk approach. CoDev’s collective development model still works under this scenario, however it is less
favourable for prospective purchasers, who would have to contribute more equity.

Split loan contracts

CoDev have investigated at length the use of ‘split contracts’ for small scale infill redevelopments. Split contracts
separate the purchase of land and the purchase of a new townhouse into two steps. While transacted in two
stages, the land and building are nevertheless intrinsically linked. “[T]he land is sold ... subject to the purchaser
entering into a building contract for construction of the dwelling with a designated builder.”12 When this procurement
method is used, CoDev have found that a first home owner can purchase a townhouse in West Footscray at ~10%
below market value, and with a deposit of ~10% or less.
Commentators have outlined a number issues for financiers and lenders mortgage insurers arising from split
contract arrangements for medium density redevelopments, such as the reliance on all parties to fulfil their
obligations.13 CoDev suggest, however, that the biggest barrier to the successful execution of split loan contracts
is the failure of valuers to provide a land value (first stage) on medium density developments. Rather, a single
valuation of the improved property is issued, as if the development were complete.
Valuers raise other valid concerns with split loan contracts, including complications around common property and
the lack of a secondary market for subdivided land parcels encumbered by the development proposal.14 CoDev
believe most concerns can be addressed through appropriate design models and contracting processes with the
builder but recognise the need to reduce shared assets within the development as much as possible due to their
status in the split loan process. Based on consultation with a number of research stakeholders (refer inside cover),
CoDev concluded that split loan contracts are best suited to 2-6 unit developments on existing land parcels.
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Conclusion
This study has shown that it is possible to significantly increase dwelling yield in desirable and high-amenity
locations, working within current regulatory frameworks, where there is substantial supply of medium-large
residential allotments and local council policy support. Our previous research tells us that these conditions occur
in many areas across Melbourne’s ‘middle-ring’ suburbs.15 Small-scale infill of this type with a focus on simple,
effective ‘townhouse’-type low-rise dwelling typologies and with an emphasis on design quality can deliver liveable,
practical and sustainable dwellings that work in sympathy with surrounding urban character.
The townhouse model (here defined as variations on party-wall row-housing up to 3 stories in height) has inherent
efficiencies that allow such developments to be built much more economically than apartment buildings: simpler
construction, simpler regulatory and fire-rating procedures, simpler titling and independent construction with each
dwelling having its own patch of ground. The current market, however, does not deliver high quality dwellings of
this type at an affordable price, and this research project has sought to address this issue by identifying the key
barriers to delivering good outcomes, and key strategies to focus on for improvement.
Current dwellings typically are sold and marketed by numbers of bedrooms, bathrooms and car-spaces, rather
than the quality of these spaces or the ability of the spaces to adapt to different uses as household needs shift
over time. The dwelling typologies in this study provide 90-120m2 of adaptable, flexible and high-amenity space
that is well connected to useable external areas. Each house type is a simple, robust envelope or ‘shell’ that can
be well insulated and designed for a long life, with interior furnishings and fittings changing more frequently. Key
to this approach is investing in quality structure, materials and building fabric, and making sure the use of land/
site planning is optimised for solar orientation, cross-ventilation and useability. This leads us to identify three key
barriers to achieving good outcomes at this scale:
1.

The current financial system for delivering dwellings at this scale incentivises minimum building cost and
performance. This puts substantial pressure on the quality of materials, level of insulation, performance of
key elements such as glazing and window frames, and the ability to integrate high-efficiency services such
as PV cells and heat pumps which have higher capital costs but lower running costs. The CoDev analysis of
financing homes has attempted to find ways of increasing affordability while investing more money into the
quality of the build, in order to deliver long-term value. Establishing ways in which procedural and transactional
costs can be reduced in favour of investment into quality space and building fabric that appreciates over time
is key to creating not only more affordable but better value housing.

2.

The current banking system which owner-occupiers rely on for obtaining loans to build a house includes a
‘valuation’ process where a new house is assessed against other comparable house values or previous sales
in a similar area. This process tends to select against new models and in favour of established patterns, which
is a large disincentive or barrier for innovation. For example, in the process of this research project it became
apparent that gardens with space for large canopy trees, shared external spaces such as collective gardens
or workshops, and flexible internal spaces that can be subdivided into bedrooms in different ways over time
are all either perceived as adding no additional value or even having a negative value from the perspective of
bank-valuation (which translates to loan ratio). The reasons for this are complex and outside the scope of this
study, however further research into this process is crucial. At present the process and procedures for bank
valuation are somewhat opaque and not subject to transparent debate.

3.

The current planning system is almost entirely based on number of bedrooms as a proxy for occupants,
rather than actual household structure or use. One of the most significant outcomes of this is the requirement
for on-site parking provision. This research project has shown that substantial spatial and efficiency benefits
can be gained if parking is reduced to one vehicle per dwelling (irrespective of number of bedrooms) and
that further efficiencies can be achieved if cars are able to be grouped together rather than attached to
each dwelling. Separation of vehicles from dwellings – both literally and conceptually – can open up a range
of better outcomes for housing design on typical middle-suburban allotments. Or stated another way, the
current requirements and expectations for attached car parking are delivering many negative consequences
for dwelling and external space quality as densities increase.16 One of the most significant outcomes of this
project has been to demonstrate the alignment of parking and driveway space as a key barrier not only to
quality of housing outcomes, but also to their affordability. CoDev have demonstrated that the cost saving
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achieved by reducing two car spaces to one is substantial, and that affordability is increased further if parking
is consolidated or removed due to corresponding increase in dwelling yield. This consideration becomes very
relevant in locations such as the subject sites in West Footscray which are well served by train and bus public
transport, and where there is a lack of quality affordable housing stock. The increasing popularity and spread
of share-car operations are another factor that as yet has had no material influence on planning requirements.
The infill housing designs in this study place an equal emphasis on internal and external quality and performance
of space, and aim to provide affordable, robust and adaptable dwellings that are feasible within current middlesuburban conditions in Australian cities. The financial modelling has placed an emphasis on reducing transactional
and sunk costs and charges in favour of investing into quality of the building envelope which both improves
affordability and increases value for owner-occupiers over time. Taken together as a joint financial/ architectural
proposal, this project has shown that with relatively simple adjustments significant benefits are possible relative
to current market offerings – in terms of affordability, quality/ performance and density/ yield. Significant further
research is required into the key barriers identified above of financing methods, bank valuation processes, and the
relationship between dwelling provision and parking provision.

.
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